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CHAPTER I. DISSERTATION INTRODUCTION 

AND SPECIFIC AIMS 
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It is estimated that approximately 3.0% of the US population over the age of 20 has experienced 

myocardial infarction (MI) at least once, and the annual incidence rate of MI in the US has 

exceeded 600,000 new cases and 200,000 recurrent cases1. Economically, this translates to costs 

of approximately $29.8 billion in direct medical expenditures2, while effective prevention and 

treatments could significantly reduce both the cost-per-incidence and total number of incidences. 

Downstream effects of MI caused by complications as a result of myocardial scar formation and 

remodeling result in an incidence rate of heart failure of 18.8% within 5 years of MI3. It is therefore 

of great benefit, both financially and as a matter of global health, to identify therapeutic approaches 

designed to reduce the long-term adverse effects of MI. 

The etiology of heart failure Id as a resulI of MI is typically defined in terms of left ventricular 

(LV) remodeling and extent of infarcted myocardium. Changes in LV volumes and ejection 

fraction (EF) have each been established as independent clinical predictors of long-term risk of 

mortality and progression into heart failure4–7. Additional studies have shown that infarct size as 

measured by late gadolinium enhanced (LGE) CMR correlates well with post-MI changes in LV 

end-systolic volumes (ESV) and EF in both human patients and animal models8–11. As a result, 

care should be taken to consider each potential element of long-term LV remodeling when 

assessing the efficacy of potential treatments. 

Computational 3D cardiac models derived from patient-specific left ventricular geometry have 

been shown to act as potent tools for improving diagnosis and treatment12. While the clinical 

relevance of these models is apparent, their use in preclinical settings is less common, even while 

routines have been developed to integrate data from a multitude of cardiac magnetic resonance 

(CMR) techniques13. Novel pulse sequences and higher-field strength MR scanners capable of 

measuring high-resolution regionally varying data across the entire heart are being developed14, 
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but spatial registration of the resulting data typically relies on rough approximations and manual 

mapping from one source to the next, rather than using automated platforms for registration. 

Unlike in vivo approaches, ex vivo histological methods still heavily rely upon techniques that are 

largely incompatible with whole-heart modeling. Our lab has made recent developments in tissue 

clearing protocols that have significantly improved our capability to assess whole hearts with 

immunohistochemistry (IHC) ex vivo using thick (0.5-1 mm) tissue sections. To take advantage of 

these novel techniques, I aimed to develop a 3D modeling platform to integrate CMR-derived and 

whole-heart histological endpoints to achieve a multi-scale assessment of post-MI outcomes that 

unites the MR-derived LV function with tissue structure at the microscopic level. This platform 

presents significant potential in assessing the impact of inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) 

expression on post-MI recovery. 

While we have previously established a link between global iNOS expression and post-MI 

function15, but we can now investigate regional and cell-specific variations in iNOS expression 

using advanced gene therapy and improved analytical techniques. Spatial co-registration between 

functional and structural changes after MI and high-resolution cellular and molecular images using 

novel modeling techniques is what permits this level of analysis. The series of studies described 

here utilize cell type-specific iNOS knockout mice, which underwent left anterior descending 

(LAD) artery occlusion to induce MI, followed by reperfusion. An AAV vector driving cardiac-

specific expression of Cre recombinase along with a loxP-flanked (floxed) iNOS mouse model 

enabled us to perform cell-specific knockout of iNOS expression. 

In pursuit of the development and implementation of adaptable and user-friendly methods for 

preclinical assessment of cardiac-directed therapies for MI and subsequent progression of heart 

failure, this dissertation addresses the following two specific aims: 
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Specific Aim 1. Develop co-registration techniques to align 3D CMR and confocal-derived 

tissue models in a semi-automated platform. Combined 3D CMR models were already under 

development, but inclusion of confocal-derived tissue information had yet to be accomplished. 

Tissue clearing protocols based on advanced CUBIC and SUT protocols were optimized for use 

with cardiac samples, permitting confocal microscopy to be used for data collection in thick tissue 

sections. IHC protocols were optimized for thick tissue sections to produce evenly distributed 

staining with significantly improved dye penetration depths. The 3D models from both CMR and 

confocal microscopy were integrated into a combined 3D finite element model with the goal of 

assessing the spatial correlation of functional impacts of MI with biomarkers of oxidative and 

cellular stress. Approaches and results for this aim are discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. 

Specific Aim 2. Assess the impact of cell-type specific regulation of iNOS on post-MI 

myocardial recovery. The impact of cell-specific iNOS knockout was assessed using the newly 

developed platform in Aim 1. A mouse model featuring a floxed iNOS gene was utilized in 

combination with both a transgenic Cre mouse model and an AAV vector driving Cre expression 

to assess the impact of cell-specific iNOS knockout on myocardial recovery and remodeling 

following ischemia-reperfusion (I/R) injury. Transgenic mice expressing Cre inserted into the 

macrophage-specific lysozyme 2 gene were used to investigate macrophage-specific iNOS 

knockout. Cardiomyocyte-specific iNOS knockout was performed using AAV9 driving Cre 

expression with the cTnT promoter. Approaches and results for this aim are discussed in Chapter 

4. 
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CHAPTER II. A COMBINED CARDIAC TOOLBOX 

FOR AUTOMATED CO-REGISTRATION AND 

ANALYSIS  
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Introduction 
CMR-based methods for delineation of the infarct and remote region typically rely upon delayed 

contrast-enhanced (DCE) CMR, performed following injection of a T1-shortening contrast agent, 

such as gadopentate (Gd-DTPA)16. Identification of the border zone, however, has relied upon a 

variety of imaging techniques and modalities, which vary in consistency of their application across 

different species and MI models. 

CMR-based approaches to identify the border zone have included approaches that rely upon 

advanced diffusion-spectrum imaging sequences performed in excised hearts, which identified the 

border zone as a region of increased homogeneity of myofiber network orientation and span17. 

Other techniques have utilized the already-prevalent usage of Gd-DTPA contrast-enhancement for 

viability assessment in the post-infarct heart, establishing a range of elevated intensity to delineate 

border zone and core infarct in human patients or pairing Gd-DTPA with a necrosis-specific 

contrast agent to separate viable and non-viable infarcted tissue in reperfused MI in rat models18,19. 

Other studies utilizing Gd-DTPA and Late Gadolinium Enhancement (LGE) CMR to identify the 

infarct region in swine models of coronary artery ligation suggested that identification of the 

border zone for finite element cardiac models was not feasible using only LGE-CMR, due to the 

lack of a transitionary region between the infarct and non-infarct myocardium20. 

Other methods have avoided the usage of contrast agents altogether, instead basing the 

classification of regions as infarct or border zone upon functional or anatomical parameters. A 

common metric for the identification of the border zone in studies which avoided the use of 

contrast agents was wall thickness of the left ventricle. Due to the frequency of wall thinning within 

the infarct region in MI models initiated through occlusion of the coronary arteries, the border 

zone in these cases is defined as the region where wall thickness transitions from that seen in non-
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infarcted hearts to the thinned infarct regions21–25. A notable weakness of these identification 

methods is their limited utility following ischemia-reperfusion injury, as thinning is significantly 

reduced in the infarct region during the inflammatory phase of post-MI recovery in reperfused MI 

compared to permanent ligation26. 

Tagged MRI images for strain assessment have been used in sheep models of LAD ligation to 

identify regions of linearly-varying strain as border zones marking the transition between the 

normally-functioning remote and impaired infarct regions for use in finite element models of the 

post-MI heart27. Later studies by the same researchers used a smaller border zone than the 

estimated 3cm width proposed by their earlier study, suggesting a high variability in possible 

border zone width28. 

In mouse models of ischemia-reperfusion injury, particularly with occlusion durations ranging 

from 30 to 60 minutes, the resulting impact on wall thickness in the infarct and border zone can be 

variable, confounding its usage as a method to identify border zone width. Comparisons of wall 

thickness at days 14, 21, and 28 in I-R injury models of post-MI remodeling following transient 

occlusion versus permanent ligation of the LAD have previously found no significant difference 

in wall thickness between remote and infarct wall regions in I-R models, while permanent ligation 

models exhibit far greater thinning of the infarct wall29–31. Especially when considering the 

potential benefits of post-MI therapies on LV remodeling, wall thickness as a metric to identify 

the infarct border zone could result in improper assignment. User-defined border zone widths 

allow users to tune border zone sizes alongside mesh densities to balance the platform to their 

needs, and that was the method we pursued here, performing an initial comparison of results across 

various border zone widths before identifying a preferred width based on results and visual 

observation. 
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Methods 
For a visual overview of the process used in the Combined Cardiac Toolbox (from here referred 

to as CoCaToo), Figure 1 presents the complete alignment process from initial data collection to 

final combined model. Initial patient-specific LV geometries are based upon high-resolution short- 

and long-axis black-blood cine images, spanning the entire cardiac cycle, following previously-

described procedures32. The animal protocol used in this study was approved by the University of 

Virginia Animal Care and Use Committee (Protocol 2802) and conformed to the Guide for the 

Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (ILAR; Revised 2011). 

FORMATION OF SUBJECT-SPECIFIC LEFT-VENTRICULAR 

GEOMETRIES 
Endocardial and epicardial contours from each of black-blood image are manually segmented 

using Segment by Medviso33. Pinpoints are placed to identify the base and apex of the left ventricle 

within the long-axis view and the insertion points of the right ventricle into the left ventricular 

myocardium within the short-axis view. Figure 2 presents the typical interface provided by 

commonly-used segmentation software to perform the manual segmentation  
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Figure 1. Overview of Combined Cardial Toolbox alignment. Base geometry is defined 

from cine black-blood short-axis and long-axis images. Other CMR-based data is aligned 

automatically using contour position, image metadata, and pinpoints for rotational correction. 

Confocal-derived data is aligned using user input to identify slice position, and manually-drawn 

contours and pinpoints are used to identify relevant data and perform alignment. 
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used for model-based alignment. Two independent bicubic hermite surfaces are then fit to the 

endocardial and epicardial geometries in prolate spheroidal coordinates, respectively acting as the 

endocardial and epicardial surfaces for the finite-element model32,34,35. This coordinate system is 

defined by λ, an angle spanning from apex to base of the heart, θ, an angle defining rotation around 

a central vertical axis, and µ, which acts in a manner similar to a radius, defining the distance of a 

point from the central axis. The relationship between the prolate spheroid and cartesian coordinate 

system is shown in Equation Set 1. An additional component, the focus, can be considered as a 

scaling factor and additionally defines the height of the focal axis which acts as the center of the 

spheroid. The benefit of this coordinate system for the assessment of LV geometries is the 

relatively linearity of the ventricular contours when assessed in prolate spheroidal coordinates, 

easing computational complexity of interpolation techniques and co-registration. 

The nodes of the finite element model are evenly distributed within prolate spheroid coordinates 

based on end user-defined element densities in the circumferential, longitudinal, and radial 

 

Figure 2. Input Data Formats for CoCaToo. Cine slices as shown in the leftmost panel are 

segmented using Segment by Medviso, along with LGE-derived scar contours as shown in the 

center. DENSE-based data is analyzed using the DENSEanalysis package and exported using 

open-source MATLAB data files. 
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directions. The resulting finite element model is the base model onto which all patient-specific 

data is projected and is the basis for 3-dimensional co-registration of functional and anatomical 

results. 

AUTOMATED CO-REGISTRATION OF INFARCT LOCATION 
Infarct locations were assessed using LGE CMR, segmented manually using Segment36 based on 

elevated image brightness within the myocardium in T1-weighted images. Endocardial and 

epicardial contours, as well as RV insertion points, image metadata, and a binary mask indicating 

the infarct region, are used to align the LGE-based infarct to the black-blood-based geometry at 

end-diastole. The transmurality and depth of the infarct region are assessed at regularly spaced 

intervals along the rotation around the central point within each slice of the image stack and are 

then used to fit two radial basis functions, one for transmurality and one for depth, in the common 

cardiac coordinate system, as previously described13. These radial basis functions are then used to 

interpolate between slices in prolate spheroidal coordinates to identify individual elements of the 

model as either infarct or non-infarct elements. 

IMPLEMENTATION OF BORDER ZONE IN COCATOO 
Classification of border zone elements was performed using an iterative assignment method based 

on resulting infarct location and a custom-selectable “border width” metric. Initial border zone 

elements are established as all non-infarct elements which are immediately adjacent to infarct 

𝑥 = 𝑎 sinh 𝜇 sin 𝜆 cos 𝜃 

𝑦 = 𝑎 sinh 𝜇 sin 𝜆 sin 𝜃 

𝑧 = 𝑎 cosh 𝜇 cos 𝜆 

Equation Set 1. Relationship of prolate spheroidal coordinates to cartesian coordinates. 

List of equations to convert from prolate spheroid to cartesian coordinate system. a is the 

focus of the prolate spheroid, defined as a distance from the origin. For co-registration, the 

focus is calculated based on the distance from apex to base of the imported slices. 
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elements. Following initial establishment, border zone elements are expanded outwards until the 

number of elements between infarct and non-infarct elements by fewest-neighbor distance is equal 

to the “border width” metric. The use of a custom, adjustable metric was due to the previously-

mentioned variability seen in border zone width as reported in studies of post-MI LV remodeling. 

CO-REGISTRATION OF DENSE IN COCATOO 
While both the black-blood and LGE images are assessed using the same segmentation platform, 

and therefore have data representations and shared coordinate systems, DENSE-based strain 

metrics are initially assessed using the DENSEAnalysis MATLAB packaged maintained by 

Jonathan Suever37,38. The CoCaToo interface permits selection of any number of DENSE export 

files in MATLAB format, which each represent a unique image position. For co-registration of 

 

Figure 3. Co-registration surface fitting overview. Endocardial and epicardial contours are 

shown stacked in cartesian coordinates. Conversion to the prolate spheroid coordinate system 

using Equation Set 1 is performed, then independent surfaces are fit to the combined 

contours, as shown above.   
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DENSE-based strain information to the combined cardiac model, resting contours are first 

imported from the output of the DENSE analysis toolbox from each import file. Using these resting 

contours, a DENSE-based LV geometry is built and oriented using image position and orientation 

metadata. Contours are scaled based on the average radius of the imported resting contours for 

smoother interpolation and slice position-matched contours from the cine black-blood short-axis 

images. Data from each file containing pixel-by-pixel displacement and strain values are then 

imported and given positional context prior to alignment. 

Each slice-based contour is then converted to the prolate spheroidal coordinate system, rotated into 

the common cardiac coordinate system, and used to fit a pair of cubic spline interpolations for the 

epicardial and endocardial surfaces, which then act as the bounds of a 3-dimensional linear 

gradient. The relationship between the contours and surfaces are shown in Figure 3. This 3-

dimensional gradient is used to scale the positions of the pixel-based positions for strain and 

displacement information so that the entire point cloud is then properly aligned to the common 

cardiac coordinate system. 

After the point cloud has been mapped into the common cardiac model, six piecewise 3-

dimensional linear interpolators are fit to the data, separated by angular position around the 

rotational axis. The piecewise separation of the interpolators is implemented to improve fit quality 

in cases of extreme variance in strain values around the rotational axis, which are common in 

infarct models, which result in poorly-fit interpolations and high fitting errors. Each element of the 

finite-element model then calculates element-based strain as an average strain at each of its 

respective nodes. This process is then repeated for each timepoint of the DENSE cycle to get a 

complete timeline of DENSE-based strains and displacements in each element of the common 

cardiac model for which interpolation is possible. Elements for which extrapolation on any axis of 
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the interpolation would be necessary are assigned null values for strain and displacement and 

ignored for downstream processing. 

CO-REGISTRATION METHODS FOR CONFOCAL MICROSCOPY 

IMAGES 
Co-registration of confocal microscopy-based image data relies upon a custom-built segmentation 

platform for epicardial and endocardial labeling as well as pinpoint placement to indicate the right 

ventricular insertion point, accessible within the CoCaToo interface. Manual segmentation is 

utilized for this purpose due to the high variance across images in terms of structure and image 

quality resulting in a classification challenge that is poorly poised for machine learning-based 

image segmentation methods. CoCaToo segmentation tools were developed to have high similarity 

with the segmentation tools provided in Segment for ease of use. Image compression may be 

performed upon import of images, at a custom-selected compression factor, or to match final image 

resolution to DENSE or Cine images. Compression significantly reduces computational 

complexity of both slice fitting and data interpolation and significantly reduces the memory 

footprint of the model to allow co-registration to be run on commonly-available PC hardware at 

the expense of data resolution.  

Positional information for initial contour alignment relies upon image resolution, collected from 

image metadata, and a user-reported slice location, provided as distance from the apex of the heart 

to the location of the slice in millimeters. Image z position within the common cardiac coordinate 

system is calculated using the ImagePosition and ImageOrientation matrices provided with from 

the MRI image data. The contours are rotated into the common cardiac coordinate system using 

the pinpoint placement, image resolution, image position, and image orientation matrices to align 

the contour both in position and rotation to the cine-based LV geometry. Following positional and 

rotational orientation, endocardial and epicardial contours are aligned to the bicubic mesh-derived 
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endocardial and epicardial surfaces using Akima spline interpolation. Pixels that fall between 

within the polygon bounded by the contours are tracked, with positions of these pixels rotated with 

the same transformation steps used for contour rotation. 

Following import, positions are converted to prolate spheroidal coordinates to reduce 

computational complexity for surface fitting and improve the results of linear interpolation 

methods in multiple dimensions. Pixel mu values in prolate spheroidal coordinates were calculated 

based on a 3-dimensional linear interpolator, using λ, θ, and ratio of fitted to unfitted mu values 

determined from fitted endocardial and epicardial contour points. Point locations are constrained 

from falling within the endocardial surface or beyond the epicardial surface during interpolation. 

Calculation of confocal-derived fluorescence values for the cardiac finite element model is 

performed using the same techniques employed in the case of mapping of DENSE-derived strain 

values onto the finite element model. Six piecewise linear interpolators are calculated for each 

model, separated using evenly spaced phi values around the central long axis of the heart. Values 

in each desired fluorescence channel are interpolated to all element centers that do not require 

extrapolation along any dimension, leaving the fluorescence values in all other elements as an 

uncalculated value to avoid impacting average fluorescence calculations. 
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Figure 4. CoCaToo Main Interface. The GUI of the platform allows users to perform 

automated processing and alignment without requiring complex scripting actions. Inputs are 

provided to fine-tune model parameters and data inputs. 
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Figure 5. CoCaToo Confocal Contouring Interface. The contouring interface is designed to 

mirror the interface provided by Segment, due to anticipated familiarity of the interface by end-

users of the platform. Contours can be edited and are automatically stored in memory. Contours 

and position information can be saved locally using an export option, which saves data to the 

folder containing the base images. 
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To validate co-registration of both infarct placement and DENSE, patient-specific infarct 

geometries were compared to randomization of element assignment to the three respective infarct 

geometry categories. Averaged radial and circumferential strain time courses calculated for each 

of the three groupings were compared between co-registration-based and randomized infarct 

approaches. 

Validation of the interpolation of strain values was performed in each mouse by comparing against 

a non-piecewise linear interpolation field at the point positions used for interpolation fitting. Errors 

at each point were used to calculate the sum of squared error for each interpolation method in the 

same model, with both interpolation methods run simultaneously. 

The user interface is shown in Fig GUI and contains built-in tools to assess infarct-specific strain 

with a single click, requiring no additional software development by the end-user. 

The Common Cardiac Toolbox (CoCaToo) was developed as a robust, user-friendly graphical 

interface to permit interaction with the combined multimodal cardiac model described within this 

chapter. The interface requires no manual scripting on the part of the end-user, instead dynamically 

adjusting model parameters based on selected data files and textbox-based inputs. The interface, 

shown in Figure 4 was designed to permit users to view 3-dimensional representations of the input 

data to confirm alignment and view the resulting combined cardiac finite element model with built-

in visualization tools. The confocal microscopy-specific segmentation interface, shown in Figure 

5, automatically exports model and slice data, including position and contour information, into a 

custom data file to allow for rapid reimport without the need to perform segmentation steps any 

additional times. Users may also export resulting cardiac geometries into an FEBio-compatible 

geometry file, which can be used for assignment of material properties for downstream simulation. 
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Results 

CONFIRMATION OF CO-REGISTRATION OF DENSE AND LGE 

VERSUS RANDOMIZATION 
In order to confirm co-registration of DENSE-derived strains onto the cine-based finite element 

model, a comparison between co-registered and randomized element assignment was performed 

using 103 separate imaging sessions, each of which contains short- and long-axis black-blood cine 

images, short-axis LGE images, and three slices of 2D DENSE imaging taken at the three slices 

nearest to the mid-ventricular slice location. Models were created using an automated script, which 

imported manually-segmented data from each imaging sequence for co-registration. Additionally, 

at each time point, following co-registration and export of DENSE-based strains separated by the 

infarct status of each element, element statuses were randomized, and strains were recalculated 

based on these random assignments. In cases of randomized element assignment, no difference is 

observed between grouped element results, with each “region” average falling near the global 

mean, while alignment produces contiguous element clusters with consistent and expected results 

within groupings. Representative examples of mesh mapping of infarct and strain data is shown in 

Figure 6. 

ASSESSMENT OF INTERPOLATION METHODS FOR STRAIN CO-

REGISTRATION 
The errors resulting from linear interpolation of strain across the myocardium in prolate spheroidal 

coordinates were compared between a single 3-dimensional linear interpolator and the novel 6-

component piecewise linear interpolator by strain derived from interpolator calculation to known 

ground-truth strain at each timepoint. Root-mean-squared error was calculated for each model in 

each time point at which DENSE  
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Figure 6. CoCaToo Mesh Plots. Infarct nodes (left) and elements within the DENSE 

interpolation field (right) can be plotted to confirm alignment and proper coregistration. 

DENSE plots can be provided with a timepoint within the cardiac cycle to assess spatial 

distribution of strain with a colormap plot. 
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was captured and averaged across all mice and timepoints used in the study. For the single linear 

interpolator, average root-mean-squared error was 0.262 ε in the case of radial strain and 0.144 ε 

in the case of circumferential strain. For the novel piecewise linear interpolator, average root-

mean-squared error was 3.62×10-16 ε in the case of radial strain and 2.58×10-16 ε in the case of 

circumferential strain. 

Discussion 
The difference in RMSE of approximately 15 orders of magnitude between the two interpolation 

methods used for DENSE strain interpolation can largely be explained by the nature of the 

relationship between strain values, myocardial infarction, and their distribution along θ in the 

common cardiac coordinate system. While strains are typically well-synchronized along this axis 

in healthy hearts, magnitudes and onset of contraction vary significantly between healthy and 

infarcted myocardium39. The immense variation results in a trend that is not well-suited for a linear 

interpolation along the θ dimension. Due to available interpolation methods in Python and 

commonly-used scientific and mathematical analysis packages, interpolation above 2 dimensions 

is limited to linear methods. As these packages were used to develop the combined CMR cardiac 

model, the most reasonable approach was determined to be a 6-segment piecewise interpolator to 

balance the quality of fitting against computational complexity. 

One key limitation of the model as it is currently designed is the reliance on image metadata as an 

alignment tool for co-registration of DENSE data. While infarct geometries are co-registered using 

similar landmark-based registration methods, the DENSE analysis toolbox does not output this 

information, thereby limiting analysis of DENSE data to images captured during a single imaging 

session without moving the patient between the capture of cine and DENSE images. This may 
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introduce a notable restriction in cases where animals are unable to endure the stress of particularly 

long imaging times required for DENSE. 

The current method for co-registration of the infarct geometry onto the combined CMR model 

relies upon conversion of scar extent to only two metrics: transmurality and depth. While not yet 

implemented in the model, the adaptation of the 3-dimensional fitting method developed for the 

DENSE-based point cloud to the challenge of infarct co-registration could provide improved 

fitting results not reliant upon dimensional reduction. 

The challenge of co-registering confocal microscopy-derived fluorescence data to the CMR-

derived LV geometry is a multi-pronged challenge, centered on the notable differences in scale of 

the input data, lack of positional information for image position compared to CMR, and irregularity 

of LV geometry in histological sections. While mounting strategies can be adjusted to produce 

more regular histological sections, these processes only serve to mitigate the problem. While many 

histological samples used in the process of fine-tuning the co-registration were sufficiently regular 

and could be easily fit, several samples were removed from the fitting process due to either 

prominent tearing artifacts within the sample or partially-folded myocardium, which precludes 

contouring approaches to indicates the epicardial and endocardial surface.  
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CHAPTER III. UPDATED PROTOCOLS FOR 

CARDIAC-SPECIFIC TISSUE CLEARING AND 

HISTOLOGICAL METHODS 
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Introduction 
While techniques for in vivo data collection have been rapidly developed and adopted over the past 

several decades within the preclinical setting, ex vivo analysis has failed to progress as rapidly. 

Generation of 3D mesoscale models of histological data has relied upon adoption of in vivo 

techniques to bridge the gap, sacrificing the high resolution of data that is typical of ex vivo 

microscopy techniques. One method used to smooth co-registration of in vivo and ex vivo images 

with regards to CMR is the implementation of 3D-printed scaffolds to preserve heart shape after 

excision for ex vivo MRI40,41. While these approaches can aid in bridging the gap between 

resolutions, implementations still eventually hinge upon cross-modality co-registration if ex vivo 

microscopy is necessary and can be further complicated by the need to co-register cardiac surfaces 

across imaging sessions. 

A common technique in mesoscale microscopy approaches for thick tissue sections is blockface 

processing, which relies upon the imaging of serial sections in embedded whole tissue samples, 

performed by removing tissue layers between microscopy of exposed tissue surfaces. Blockface 

approaches rely upon specialized hardware to maintain sample alignment and positional 

information between image acquisition, often using automated stage systems which permit 

imaging and layer removal without removing the sample from the microscopy environment. 

Mechanical approaches for blockface layer removal have been pursued in the brain using 

cryosectioning techniques on postmortem human samples paired with digital microscopy42 and 

submerged agarose-embedded tissue samples processed with a vibratome paired with two-photon 

tomography for the development of a connectome atlas43. Serial blockface histology has been used 

in contexts beyond neurological imaging as well. A similar method has been performed in cardiac 
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tissue samples by pairing a confocal microscope with both an automated ultramill44,45 and an 

ultramicrotome46, capable of removing thin layers of myocardium between image acquisition. 

While mechanical blockface approaches are still improving, additional advancements in laser-

based ablation methods have been extended for use in serial sectioning as well. Novel approaches 

utilizing ultrashort high-power laser bursts can produce fine-tuned tissue layer removal without 

damage to the underlying or surrounding tissue47. These techniques have been leveraged in the 

development of an angiotome of C. elegans, using a commercially available system paired with a 

two-photon imaging system to produce serial sections with a slice width ranging from 50-150 

µm48. A related approach utilizing focused ion beam milling for tissue layer removal has been 

shown to be capable of removing as little as 70nm of tissue when paired with scanning electron 

microscopy49, which establishes the potential for blockface approaches to be used even in 

nanoscale-level imaging. While this entirely-optical system removes the need for mechanical 

processing, which can introduce tissue deformation, it still necessitates the use of a specialized 

platform to perform serial ablation procedures during imaging to maintain positional alignment of 

serial image slices. Additionally, the cost of such setups typically far exceeds that of mechanical 

slicing methods, and laser ablation methods result in irreversible loss of tissue samples, while 

mechanically-sliced sections could potentially be retained for additional follow-up processing and 

imaging. 

Serial blockface histology has notable benefits in the ease of registration and alignment of serial 

histological samples and minor to non-existent deformation of tissue samples as a result of slice 

processing. Drawbacks of these methods include the relative incompatibility with 

immunohistological techniques, as access to the inner regions of the thick tissue sections with 

antibody-bound fluorophores is reliant upon lengthy perfusion-based approaches, which 
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significantly impact costs due to the high volumes of staining media required and complex 

perfusion apparatuses depending on the organs of interest. Typical IHC methods utilizing both 

primary and secondary antibodies further extend the time required for perfusion. Additionally, 

even several mechanical slicing methods result in complete loss of tissue samples over the course 

of image acquisition, precluding samples from being used for additional histological assessment 

or being preserved for confirmation of histological results. As a way to mitigate these potential 

downsides and for cases where combined sectioning-imaging platforms are unavailable or 

impractical to use, optical sectioning techniques can be implemented as an alternative. 

The development of optically-transparent tissue sections for histological analysis has been pursued 

within the scientific community for over a century, beginning with the first translucent human 

tissue samples produced by Werner Spalteholz50. One key advancement that reignited interest in 

tissue clearing protocols was the development of light-sheet fluorescence microscopy (LSFM), 

permitting more rapid imaging of whole-mount organ samples and improved image quality at 

greater depths into tissue samples51. Computational processing capabilities had additionally 

progressed to the stage at which organ-scale microscopy-derived images were practical for 

analysis. As a result, advancements in tissue clearing protocols occurred rapidly, particularly with 

a focus on neuronal tissue and whole-brain imaging. Early clearing reagents, such as Benzyl 

Alcohol / Benzyl Benzoate (BABB) were used to clear whole mouse brain samples to build a more 

comprehensive connectome atlas. 

Protocols were soon developed with the express purpose of whole-mount brain clearing, each 

attempting to solve various challenges of light scattering, tissue deformation, rate of clearing, and 

fluorescence retention. Scale was a protocol initially designed to limit light scattering in whole-

brain samples and was tested using LSCM, but was extremely slow and resulted in loss of 
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endogenous fluorescent proteins52. It has since been updated to a newer protocol, ScaleS, designed 

to maintain greater tissue integrity throughout the clearing procedure, improve clearing speed, and 

retain lipid-bound dyes after clearing53. As other protocols, such as 3DISCO, SeeDB, CLARITY, 

and ClearT were developed, brain-specific clearing and imaging using LSFM was retained as the 

primary focus54–57. Whole-brain clearing had fewer complications than were present in other 

tissues of interest, such as the light-absorbing properties of hemoglobin and myoglobin in the 

visible spectrum58. 

Protocols which were developed with a specific focus on whole-body or non-brain organ clearing 

included the Clear, Unobstructed Brain/Body Imaging Cocktails (CUBIC)59–61 and Scheme 

Update on Tissue Transparency (SUT)62 procedures, which have been specifically adapted for use 

in cardiac tissues. A perfusion-modified variant of CUBIC, referred to as CB-Perfusion, saw 

marked improvements in heart transparency and compatibility with 3D-Immunohistochemistry 

methods63. As tissue permeability to antibody staining was still a challenge, further advancements 

on the CUBIC protocol were made to improve its performance in cardiac-specific applications 

involving IHC, which suggest that imaging depths of up to 250 µm are possible in cleared cardiac 

sections64. 

Optical sectioning techniques were preferable over blockface methods for the specific use-case in 

post-MI cardiac tissue to preserve sample geometry during processing and reduce the need for 

specialized equipment and intermediate imaging techniques for geometric alignment. 

Implementation of these methods can inform novel approaches to assess cardiac structure and 

function both in vivo and ex vivo using multiple image modalities while still producing a single 

combined 3D model for co-registration and analysis. It was therefore important to identify 

optimized tissue clearing protocols for cardiac tissue transparency while retaining maximal 
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fluorophore brightness through completion of imaging procedures. In addition to two existing 

protocols which showed the highest promise based on published results, CUBIC and SUT, a new 

protocol, Cardiac-Specific Advanced CUBIC, was developed to attempt to leverage the strengths 

of both clearing protocols. 

Methods 
The animal protocol used in this study was approved by the University of Virginia Animal Care 

and Use Committee (Protocol 2802) and conformed to the Guide for the Care and Use of 

Laboratory Animals (ILAR; Revised 2011). 

CANDIDATE PROTOCOLS 
1) Clear, Unobstructed Brain Imaging Cocktails (CUBIC) 

Reagents: 

CUBIC-I: 25% w/w urea, 25% w/w Quadrol (Millipore-Sigma; Burlington, MA), and 15% w/w 

Triton X-100 in dH2O. 

CUBIC-II: 25% w/w urea, 50% w/w Sucrose, and 10% w/w nitrilotriethanol in PBS. 

Protocol: 

Initial clearing trials were performed using the Advanced CUBIC Protocol59, which was initially 

designed for neural tissue clearing prior to adaptation to other tissue types: 

1) Mice are heavily anesthetized using a mixture of ketamine and xylazine (60 mg/kg b.w. and 5 

mg/kg b.w., respectively) and death is confirmed via bilateral thoracotomy. 

2) Hearts are perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS for 10 minutes and extracted by 

clipping the heart at the upper portion of the atria. 
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3) Harvested hearts are incubate overnight in 4% PFA in PBS for post-fixation. 

4) Hearts are briefly washed in PBS and transferred to incubation in a bleaching solution of 7.5% 

hydrogen peroxide in ethanol until all pigmentation is visibly eliminated, typically 10 weeks. 

5) CUBIC-I until optical clarity is reached, typically 7-14 days, for delipidation. CUBIC-I solution 

is replaced every 2-3 days as needed. 

6) If needed, hearts are incubated in staining solution for 1 day. 

7) Hearts are transferred into CUBIC-II to perform refractive index matching for 1-2 days before 

slicing and imaging. 

2) Scheme Update on Tissue Transparency (SUT) 

Reagents: 

SUT Solution: 25% w/w urea, 15% v/v Triton X-100, and 8% w/w sodium dodecyl sulfate in PBS. 

The Scheme Update on Tissue Transparency62 protocol was developed specific to cardiac tissue 

clearing with an aim of high protein retention. Following anesthesia and confirmation of death as 

described previously, the protocol continued as indicated, featuring slight changes compared to 

initially published procedures due to equipment unavailability: 

1) Hearts were perfused with 40 ml of 10 U/ml heparin in PBS over a period of 20 minutes. 

2) Hearts were slowly perfused with 30 ml 4% PFA in PBS to initiate fixation. 

3) Heart specimens were fixed overnight using 4% PFA in PBS. 

4) Hearts were washed for 2 hours in 1X PBS. 

5) Incubate the hearts overnight in 4% acrylamide solution in PBS. 
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6) Wash hearts for 2 hours in 1X PBS. 

7) Incubate hearts in 0.25% VA044 in PBS in a degassing chamber for 1 hour at room temperature. 

8) Incubate hearts in 0.25% VA044 in PBS in a degassing chamber for 3 hours at 37°C for tissue-

hydrogel matrix formation. 

9) Incubate hearts in SUT solution, replenished daily, at 37°C until optical clarity is observed. 

10) Staining procedures can be undertaken after optical clarity is observed, following an extended 

wash cycle and including a 2-4 day incubation period for both primary and secondary antibody 

staining steps. 

11) Imaging should be performed rapidly after completion of staining and return of tissue to SUT, 

due to a negative impact of extended SUT incubation on fluorescence. 

3) Cardiac-Specific Advanced CUBIC (CSAC) 

The Cardiac-Specific Advanced CUBIC protocol was developed as a combination of the reagents 

used for advanced CUBIC clearing and the methodology for rapid initiation of fixing and clearing 

found in SUT. An additional perfusion step was introduced to induce tissue bleaching, inspired 

from a modification of the CUBIC protocol intended for whole-insect body clearing65. As 

indicated previously, mice were anesthetized and bilateral thoracotomy was performed prior to 

affixing an intracardial catheter for the initial perfusion steps of the protocol: 

1) Hearts are perfused with 30 ml of 15 U/ml heparin and 4% PFA in PBS over a period of 20 

minutes. 
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2) Hearts are then perfused with 30 ml of a bleaching mixture of 7.5% hydrogen peroxide in 

ethanol, initially intended for whole-body clearing of beetles but practical for bleaching of 

hemoglobin and myoglobin in mammalian tissues65 over a period of 20 minutes. 

3) Hearts are then perfused with 30 ml of 25% CUBIC-I in dH2O to rapidly initiate the clearing 

protocol prior to harvest and incubation in CUBIC-I. 

4) CUBIC-I incubation is carried out on a nutator shaker until tissues are sufficiently clear based 

on optical inspection (typically ~2-3 days) 

5) Staining procedures can be performed after optical clarity and delipidation have been 

performed, prior to incubation in CUBIC-II. 

6) Hearts are transferred into CUBIC-II for refractive index adjustment and reduction of swelling 

(typically ~2 days). The incubation times established in this protocol represent an approximately 

5-fold faster clearing time between tissue harvest and image readiness. 

Following the completion of each protocol up to preparation for slicing and imaging, hearts are 

sliced at desired widths and mounted onto slides, covered with #1 cover glass (VWR International; 

Radnor, PA) and sealed using clear nail polish. 

FLUOSPHERE ANALYSIS OF TISSUE CLARITY 
CUBIC and CSAC clearing protocols were initially assessed using 15-μm diameter yellow-green 

fluorescent FluoSpheres (ThermoFisher Scientific; Waltham, MA). A 0.25ml bolus containing 

2.5E5 microspheres was delivered to C57BL/6J mice via intracardiac injection following 

anesthetization using a mouse anesthetic mix and allowed to circulate for 3 minutes. Hearts were 

harvested and processed according to either the CUBIC or CSAC protocol. Samples were then 

embedded in a solution of 2% agarose, cooled to form a gel support structure, and sliced using a 
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Compresstome® (Precisionary Instruments; Natick, MA) set to 500 μm slice thickness. Samples 

were then mounted onto custom-made microscopy slides for thick tissue sections and imaged using 

a Leica Stellaris 5 upright confocal microscope using a 488-nm laser excitation with an emission 

filter set to 495-525 nm, using a constant laser power and detector gain across samples. For 

processed images, an HC PL APO 20x dry objective with a numerical aperture of 0.75 and a 

working distance of 0.62mm (Leica MicroSystems; Wetzlar, Germany) was used as the primary 

objective. 

EFFECTS OF TISSUE CLEARING ON NUCLEIC ACID STAINING 
Due to reported concerns of fluorescence degradation as a side-effect of incubation in the SUT 

solution, these hearts were not used in the FluoSpheres comparison. Instead, a comparison between 

SUT, CUBIC, and CSAC-cleared hearts was performed using Hoechst 33342 nuclear stain 

(ThermoFisher Scientific; Waltham, MA) to assess both penetration of dye and fluorescence 

retention. Heart samples were processed according to the previously-described protocols, with no 

injections or alterations prior to staining. For both CUBIC and CSAC-cleared tissues, samples 

were incubated in 2 μg/ml Hoechst 33342 dye in the refractive index-matching solution for the 

respective protocol, while SUT-cleared tissues were incubated in 2 μg/ml Hoechst 33342 in the 

SUT reagent. 

Images were captured with a Leica Stellaris 5 upright confocal microscope with an HC PL APO 

20x dry objective (NA=0.75) using a 405nm excitation diode paired with an emission filter set to 

410-470nm. A comparison of brightness was performed at the surface of the tissue samples and 

again at a slice depth of 50 μm as an initial comparison. Brightness assessment was calculated 

using an automated thresholding technique previously developed for regional comparison of 

oxidative stress using dihydroethidium14. Images were normalized to local background using a 30-
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pixel rolling kernel in ImageJ, which results in local maxima with uniform peak brightness. A 

thresholding step is performed to automate masking, identifying nuclei as local maxima against 

local background fluorescence, due to the rolling kernel. Cross-sample comparisons can then be 

performed by calculating the product of the nuclei brightness:background brightness ratio and 

nuclei area:total myocardial area, which results in an area-normalized brightness comparison 

which evenly weights the brightness of automatically-detected nuclei and the density of detected 

nuclei using the automated thresholding technique. These two factors are key comparison metrics 

for retention of fluorescence intensity at greater slice depths and successful dye penetration into 

the tissue sample, due to the assumption of uniform nuclei density throughout the tissue. 

Results 

VISUAL ASSESSMENT OF TISSUE CLARITY 
Between each incubation step of the protocols, whole hearts were briefly imaged using a grid-

lined background to visually assess sample clarity and adjustments to refractive index. Samples 

cleared using the CUBIC protocol (Figure 7) exhibited similar bleaching results at week 10 to 

those seen in CSAC-treated samples (Figure 8) immediately following perfusion. The extended 

incubations in hyperhydration solutions additionally seems to produce greater swelling of tissue 

in CUBIC-treated samples. SUT-treated samples (Figure 9), however, exhibit minimal change in 

 

Figure 7. Visual Assessment of CUBIC Clearing. CUBIC-cleared samples were assessed at 

(A) extraction, (B) after bleaching, (C) after incubation in CUBIC-I, and (D) after incubation 

in CUBIC-II. Total duration was 18 weeks. Grid spacing is 5mm between grid marks. 

A B DC
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volume, but retain a higher concentration of apparent pigmentation, even after tissue clarity has 

reached desired levels. 

Retention of tissue integrity was additionally considered, due to the planned use of the selected 

protocol alongside mechanical sectioning on a CompressTome slicer. While both CUBIC-cleared 

and CSAC-cleared samples retained expected slice structure following sectioning, SUT-cleared 

samples exhibited prominent tearing and collapse of the LV structure, which could cause 

complications if used for automated histological analysis in CoCaToo. 

FLUOSPHERE ANALYSIS OF TISSUE CLARITY 
FluoSphere brightness was compared between CUBIC-cleared and CSAC-cleared hearts using a 

30 μm step size along the z-axis through the individual slices of the heart, and fluosphere brightness 

was assessed at each step relative to brightness at the surface of the tissue sample. FluoSphere 

brightness at the surface of the samples was similar between clearing protocols: CSAC-cleared 

 

Figure 8. Visual Assessment of CSAC Clearing. CSAC cleared samples were compared to a 

(A) freshly-fixed heart. Observations were made at (B) extraction following perfusion, (C) after 

incubation in 0.5X CUBIC-I, (D) after incubation in 1X CUBIC-I, (E) after incubation in 0.5X 

CUBIC-II, and (F) after incubation in 1X CUBIC-II. Total duration was 6 weeks. 

A C

F E D
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samples exhibited an average pixel intensity of 203.9 ± 58.2 a.u. vs CUBIC-cleared samples at 

212.6 ± 54.7 a.u., measured as pixel intensity on a scale of 0-255 using ImageJ66,67. Brightness in 

each set of samples steadily decreased as images were taken at greater tissue depths, and brightness 

at each slice position was normalized to surface brightness and fit using a logarithmic function to 

describe the impact of imaging depth on fluorophore brightness, shown in Figure 10. The resulting 

fit in CSAC-cleared tissue samples was 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐵𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 = −0.235 ln(𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ) + 0.9217, 

with R2 = 0.818. The fit in CUBIC-cleared samples was 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐵𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 =

−0.368 ln(𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ) + 0.9719, with R2 = 0.937. We determined an appropriate maximum tissue 

thickness as the depth at which brightness fell below 50% of the maximal fluorophore brightness 

seen at the surface of the tissue sample, which was determined to be 200 μm in CSAC-cleared and 

100 μm in CUBIC-cleared samples. 

  

 

Figure 9. Visual Assessment of SUT Clearing. SUT-cleared samples were assessed at (A) 

extraction and (B) after completion of the SUT protocol. Intermediate steps produced no 

clearing during the SUT protocol. Total duration of the protocol was 9 weeks. 

A B
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Figure 10. Assessment of FluoSphere Brightness at Sequential Image Slices. FluoSphere 

brightness values were normalized to that observed at the surface of the tissue in relative 

fluorescence units. Logarithmic trend lines were used to estimate decay for each clearing 

protocol to identify both relative clearing efficacy and an ideal slice thickness for imaging. 
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Figure 11. Assessment of Nuclei Stain Brightness at 50 μm Slice Depth. Hoecht 33342 

nuclear stain was used to identify nuclei in cleared tissue samples. SUT-cleared hearts had no 

detectable nuclei at the tissue surface and degraded heavily upon slicing, so data was not 

collected other than brief visual assessment. Nuclei area-adjusted brightness was used to 

compare the efficacy of both stain efficacy and laser penetration to a less-fluorescent target for 

CUBIC and CSAC-cleared samples, with CSAC results showing improved nuclei resolution. 
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EFFECTS OF TISSUE CLEARING ON NUCLEIC ACID STAINING 
Area-normalized nuclei brightness results for all three clearing techniques were compared at both 

tissue surface and 50 μm slice depths. SUT-cleared tissue samples were determined to exhibit poor 

stain retention even at the surface of the tissue, with a 20-fold lower peak nuclei brightness 

compared to both CSAC and CUBIC-cleared samples. At 50 μm penetration depth, CUBIC-

cleared samples exhibited only 4.5% of the area-controlled brightness compared to tissue surface, 

while CSAC-cleared heart slices exhibited a 50.3% signal strength retention compared to tissue 

surface, shown in Figure 11. 

Discussion 
Published findings of cardiac-specific transparency metrics using CUBIC clearing techniques have 

suggested that using a 10x dry objective, brightness would not drop below 50% surface brightness 

until an imaging depth of approximately 400 μm, and usage of a 20x oil-immersion lens resulted 

in no detectable loss of fluorescence intensity over the full working range permissible with the 

objective (~200 μm)64. The results of the current study, however, observed a 50% reduction in 

fluorescence intensity within 100 μm when using a 20x dry objective. The difference in these 

observations is possibly the result of different equipment. One potential factor is the use of a 

higher-magnitude dry objective, when CUBIC-cleared samples (including CSAC-cleared 

samples) have an adjusted refractive index (RI=1.52) far closer to that of traditional immersion oil 

(RI=1.51) versus air (RI=1.00). Given that both CUBIC- and CSAC-cleared samples were 

compared on the same imaging platform in identical conditions, comparisons across the two 

protocols is still applicable in this case. 

The 2-fold greater depth at which CSAC-cleared FluoSphere-embedded samples maintained at 

least 50% relative fluorescence intensity versus CUBIC-cleared samples suggests that the minor 

changes in the CSAC protocol produce a marked improvement in tissue clarity. Of particular note 
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is the introduction of a perfused bleaching solution to rapidly eliminate iron-containing 

chromophores, which have been shown to absorb light and impair fluorescence microscopy in 

thick tissue sections58. The follow-up perfusion with a diluted CUBIC-I reagent, as well, results in 

a delipidation process that can occur throughout the entire tissue volume at once, rather than only 

proceeding from the epicardial and endocardial surfaces. The far shorter incubation period 

necessary in CSAC-cleared samples is likely the result of this additional step. 

While the FluoSphere-derived fluorescence was a useful metric in determining the impacts of 

absorption and light scattering on the loss of signal intensity, further studies must also incorporate 

additional fluorophores, which may require extended incubation periods. Hoechst 33342, a nuclear 

dye, was used as a control due to the expected uniform presence of nuclei in hearts harvested from 

healthy C57Bl/6J mice. The implementation of an area-controlled intensity metric considers the 

assumption of uniform nuclei density in the tissue sample, providing equal weight to both the 

brightness and number of nuclei detected. This, combined with local normalization and automated 

thresholding, should provide the most complete analysis of fluorescence reduction due to both dye 

penetration and light scattering and absorption.  

The failure of SUT-cleared samples in the case of nuclei staining suggests an incompatibility with 

the stains used and the SUT reagent for clearing. As published results have suggested that SUT 

can reduce fluorescence with prolonged incubation times, it is possible that nuclear fluorescence 

was impacted. The formation of the hydrogel matrix may also have negatively impacted the 

penetration of the Hoechst dye into the tissue samples, which would be a negative indicator for the 

use of SUT for histological processing with the available equipment. The lack of ability to perfuse 

VA044 in PBS while degassing could have negatively impacted the formation of the hydrogel 
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matrix as well, leading to the observed degradation of the tissue, but this again suggests that the 

relative simplicity of the CUBIC and CSAC protocols are a significant advantage. 

Comparing the nuclei-staining results in CSAC and CUBIC-cleared tissue, the fluorescence 

retention in CSAC-cleared tissue is far more apparent. The use of area-controlled fluorescence will 

result in more rapid loss of brightness compared to reporting of only mean intensity based on 

automated thresholding methods, so comparison of the reported decay rates compared to protocol 

results which report only mean fluorescence intensity in ROIs is disingenuous. Rather, direct 

comparison of number of nuclei detected (approximated through total nuclear area) and their 

brightness across samples processed in identical conditions will be more informative. In this study, 

the far greater retention of fluorescence in CSAC-cleared tissue samples against CUBIC-cleared 

samples under similar conditions is of note. 

Conclusions 
Based on the difficulty of implementing the SUT protocol with available equipment, length 

incubation times, and incompatibility with nuclei staining in its current implementation for 

established laboratory protocols, the SUT protocol was determined to be of lowest priority to 

pursue compared to both CUBIC and CSAC. While the additional perfusion steps taken as part of 

the CSAC protocol result in lengthier tissue extraction processes and require the use of specialized 

fixed-rate perfusion systems and multiple serial perfusions, the benefits of the protocol were 

considered to outweigh these additional costs. In particular, the potential for imaging along the full 

working distance of the available LSCM platform (tested at 0.3mm based on the potential for 

collision between the objective lens and microscopy cover glass) would result in a notable 

reduction in the number of physical slides necessary for preparation. 
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Study Limitations and Potential Extensions 
The use of LSCM as the primary endpoint measurement, in particular with a dry objective, is a 

notable limitation of the study, which may result in underestimation of the actual transparency of 

CSAC-cleared cardiac sections. Further investigation, using perfused FluoSpheres and Hoechst 

33342 in unison with LSFM, would be expected to produce results more in line with those typically 

reported by tissue-clearing protocols. Additionally, quantification of the permeability and 

compatibility of CSAC-cleared sections to antibody-based staining protocols would be an essential 

next step to properly prepare staining steps during sample preparation, in particular to establish 

ideal concentration ranges for antibodies of choice. 
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CHAPTER IV. THE IMPACT OF CELL-TYPE 

SPECIFIC INOS EXPRESSION ON POST-MI LEFT 

VENTRICULAR REMODELING AND FUNCTION  
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Introduction 
These CMR and histological techniques were then utilized in the analysis of post-MI remodeling 

and recovery of the myocardium when treated with cell-targeted interventions. Replacement of 

viable myocardium with collagen-rich infarct during remodeling also results in significant changes 

to the biomechanical properties of the heart, leading to the development of cardiomyopathies68. 

These biomechanical changes are correlated with changes in regional function, in particular radial 

and circumferential strain, which can be measured using non-invasive techniques such as 

Displacement Encoding with Stimulated Echoes (DENSE) CMR69. Global longitudinal strain 

(GLS) has been previously established as a potent feature for prediction of post-MI mortality 

alongside LVESV and LVEF70. Global circumferential strain has been compared with GLS for 

predictive capability71,72, but regional circumferential strain perhaps serves an even greater 

predictive capacity for regional recovery of myocardium after MI73,74.  

The immune response after myocardial injury plays a key role in cardiac repair and long-term 

remodeling. The development of mature scar following myocardial infarction is the result of a 

complex interaction between inflammatory cells and cytokines, endothelial cells, myofibroblasts, 

and vascularization75. The traditional view of the timeline of injury following myocardial 

ischemia-reperfusion injury splits the response into distinct phases: inflammatory, proliferative, 

reparative, and maturation76. In each phase, cell populations are found to have elevated presence 

and activity within the different regions of the post-MI heart, with particular focus given towards 

infarct and border regions.  

During the immediate response to reperfusion, widespread cytokine signaling by tissue-resident 

macrophages triggers infiltration of neutrophils into the infarct zone following reperfusion of the 

myocardium, where they begin clearing necrotic cardiomyocytes and cellular debris77. Following 
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the removal of tissue debris and as neutrophils begin to undergo apoptosis, fibroblasts undergo 

widespread proliferation and begin deposition of granulation tissue, the structure of which can 

impact long-term scar formation78. The reparative phase, which takes place once neutrophil 

populations within the infarct have been almost completely removed and the inflammatory 

response concludes, is considered within the specific context of transition of macrophages to 

alternative pro-reparative phenotypes, which will be described in more detail briefly as a critical 

consideration of this study. The final stage of the injury response involves the evolution and 

maturation of the collagen-rich scar and reduction of the presence of inflammatory cell types79. 

The inflammatory phase involves infiltration of Ly6Chi circulatory monocyte, which differentiate 

into pro-inflammatory macrophage phenotypes expressing CD68 and iNOS80. The reparative 

phase is marked by the transition of these pro-inflammatory, M1-like macrophage populations into 

reparative Ly6Clo macrophages, which can be identified by expression of CD206 and reduced 

expression of iNOS81,82. Concentration of CD206+ M2-like macrophage populations has been 

shown to peak during the late proliferative and early reparative phases of post-MI injury 

response83. These reparative macrophage subpopulations promote fibroblast proliferation and 

differentiation into myofibroblasts, generating massive amounts of ECM protein deposition, which 

eventually leads to the formation of mature scar as fibroblasts undergo apoptosis in late stages of 

recovery84. In summary, the inflammatory response that initially follows reperfusion results in a 

signaling cascade that activates myofibroblasts, leading to the eventual formation of scar in the 

myocardium, and broad modulation of this inflammatory response has been shown to improve 

cardiac function and reduce scar extent in post-MI recovery85,86. 

Complementary to the impact of the cellular inflammatory response on post-MI remodeling and 

scar formation, the presence of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in the infarct acts as a modulating 
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factor on cellular response. One of the most prominent drivers of excess ROS is the nitric oxide 

synthase (NOS) family of enzymes, neuronal NOS (nNOS), endothelial NOS (eNOS), and 

inducible NOS (iNOS)87. Under normal physiologic conditions, eNOS is constitutively expressed 

in endothelial cells and cardiomyocytes and produces low levels of nitric oxide, which is generally 

cardioprotective at low concentrations88,89. Unlike eNOS and nNOS, iNOS is not constitutively 

expressed in the myocardium, but its expression can be induced in both infiltrating macrophages, 

cardiomyocytes, cardiac fibroblasts, and endothelial cells by cytokines associated with 

inflammatory response90–95. 

Unlike eNOS and nNOS, iNOS expression of NO is a calcium-independent process, which can 

result in exceedingly high concentrations of NO output within short periods of time96. The high-

output nature of NO expression by iNOS results in widespread elevation of NO concentration 

throughout the post-MI heart, which leads to cardiomyocyte death, elevated cytokine and 

inflammatory response, and reduced contractile function, though the nature of these effects at the 

molecular level is not well-explored97–99. Previously, our lab has shown that global knockdown of 

iNOS expression has resulted in reduced LV remodeling, greater retention of LV function, and 

reduction of circumferential wall thinning in mouse models of ischemia-reperfusion injury100. This 

study is intended to investigate the contributions of iNOS expression in different cell populations 

on these observed therapeutic effects. Expression of iNOS in cardiomyocytes and macrophages 

will be investigated using cell type-specific Cre expression vectors to eliminate iNOS expression. 

Methods 
The animal protocol used in this study was approved by the University of Virginia Animal Care 

and Use Committee (Protocol 2802) and conformed to the Guide for the Care and Use of 

Laboratory Animals (ILAR; Revised 2011). 
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TRANSGENIC MOUSE MODEL OF MACROPHAGE-SPECIFIC INOS 
KNOCKOUT 
Transgenic macrophage iNOS knockout (MΦ-iNOS-KO) mice were generated on a C57BL/6 

background by crossing mice homozygous for floxed iNOS (Gift from the laboratory of André 

Marette at Laval University, Quebec City, Canada) with hemizygous LysM-Cre101 resulting in 

macrophage-specific Cre expression for macrophage-specific iNOS knockout. Figure 12 presents 

a simple graphic which shows the particular knock-in genes of interest in the resulting crossed 

mouse. While LysM-Cre is a knock-in model to induce Cre expression in macrophages, it is 

important to note that there is a potential to drive Cre expression in up to 70% of neutrophils as 

well, which could additionally contribute to iNOS expression in the early inflammatory stages of 

post-MI injury response102. To minimize mortality due to complications following surgery to 

induce myocardial infarction, mice were selected to fall within a weight range of 20-28 grams 

body weight on the day of infarction. 

  

Figure 12. LysM-Cre mediated iNOS Knockout Mouse Model. Mice hemizygous for Cre 

expression on the LysM gene produced Cre in macrophages and neutrophils. Crossed with a 

transgenic loxP-flanked (floxed) iNOS allele, this results in a transgenic knockout of iNOS 

expression within the affected cell types. 
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Figure 13. AAV Driving Cardiomyocyte-Specific Cre Expression. The AAV plasmid 

sequence used to produce AAV9 for cardiomyocyte-specific induction of Cre expression. The 

included miR sponge sequences are included to reduce transgene expression in the liver. The 

cTnT promoter used produces highly specific expression in cardiomyocytes. 
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AAV-INDUCED CARDIOMYOCYTE-SPECIFIC INOS KNOCKOUT 
Cardiomyocyte-specific Cre expression was initiated using AAV9 driving Cre expression using 

the cardiomyocyte-specific cTnT promoter103. The AAV additionally contained 3 repeated 

sequences for microRNA-122, indicated on the sequence map, to inhibit transgene expression in 

the liver. The AAV sequence used for cardiomyocyte-specific Cre expression is shown in Figure 

13. AAV used for the study was produced and packaged by Origene (Rockville, MD) using their 

triple-transfection protocol. AAV was delivered to mice 2 weeks prior to the induction of MI at a 

dose of 2e13 vp/kg b.w. from a stock concentration of 6e12 vp/ml, delivered via intravenous 

injection through the mouse tail vein. Injections were performed in mice containing the floxed 

iNOS gene, resulting in cardiomyocyte-specific iNOS knockout (CM-iNOS-KO). 

MOUSE MODELS OF REPERFUSED MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION 
In total, 23 MΦ-iNOS-KO (Jackson Labs, Bar Harbor, ME), 19 CM-iNOS-KO, and 17 floxed 

iNOS mice underwent surgery to induce MI. 

Our lab has previously established the utility of a murine model of transient LAD occlusion for 

investigation of post-MI outcomes in reperfused MI104. Prior to induction of myocardial infarction, 

mice were anesthetized using a mouse anesthetic cocktail containing 60 mg/kg b.w. ketamine and 

5 mg/kg b.w. xylazine via intraperitoneal injection. Mice were orally intubated to maintain 

artificial respiration using a rodent ventilator with an FiO2 of 0.80, frequency of 100 

strokes/minute, and tidal volume of 10 ml/kg. Mouse body temperature is monitored using a 

thermocouple thermometer and maintained at 37 +/- 0.5 C with a heat lamp. The left pleural cavity 

is approached by cutting the left third and fourth ribs using a cautery pen and the intercostal 

muscles using scissors to expose the heart. A 7-0 silk suture is passed beneath the LAD at the level 

of the lower atrium and is tied down over a segment of PE-50 tubing to occlude the LAD. ECG  
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changes and blanching of the risk region confirm successful occlusion and induction of MI. 

Occlusion is maintained for 1 hour prior to removal of the suture and tubing to achieve reperfusion. 

The incision site is sealed using nylon sutures and the mice are provided with local injections of 

bupivacaine around the incision as an analgesic, following dosage guidelines provided with the 

medication. Induction of ischemia was performed by a member of the lab trained in survival 

surgical techniques for myocardial infarction, Dr. Lanlin Chen. 

CMR ANALYSIS OF POST-MI LV REMODELING AND FUNCTION 
Assessment of myocardial function was performed on a 7T ClinScan MRI system (Bruker; 

Billerica, MA), using a 4-channel cardiac surface array coil. Mice were anesthetized using a 

vaporizer delivering 1.25% isoflurane in oxygen during all imaging procedures. Mouse vitals of 

heart rate, respiratory rate, and temperature were monitored during imaging using an ERT 

Control/Gating Module (SA Instruments, Inc; Stony Brook, NY). Mouse body temperature was 

maintained at 36.5+/-0.5C for the duration of imaging using circulating heated water. To minimize 

artifacts, all imaging sequences used for analysis were performed with gating for respiratory 

motion. For sequences involving gadolinium enhancement, a catheter was inserted in the 

peritoneum of the mouse for delivery without the need to remove the mouse from the scanner. 

Imaging protocols were performed 2 days prior to induction of myocardial infarction to assess 

 

Figure 14. Per-Group Study Timeline. Proposed timeline of CMR and histology endpoints. 

AAV injection was only performed in CM-iNOS-KO mice, at 14 days prior to induction of MI. 

CMR after MI included long-axis black-blood, full-heart short-axis cine black-blood and LGE, 

and short-axis DENSE at 3 mid-ventricular slices. LGE was not performed at baseline. 
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baseline values, and then again at 2, 7, and 28 days following MI. A timeline of procedures, 

including CMR and histology endpoints and desired group size, is shown in Figure 14. 

Localizer images were performed first to identify long-axis and mid-ventricular short-axis slices. 

Following localization, the MRI protocol included collection of black-blood cine images oriented 

in the long-axis, 4-chamber, and short-axis views of the heart. Short-axis images were captured 

using a 1mm slice thickness with no gaps, ranging from the base to the apex of the heart. DENSE 

images for cardiac strain assessment were captured in the same image position as the three short-

axis BB images nearest to the mid-ventricle height. A solution containing gadolinium was 

delivered after DENSE imaging, dosed to 0.6 mmol/kg body weight of the mouse. LGE MR was 

initiated 10 minutes after gadolinium was delivered, using the same slice positions that were used 

for BB short axis imaging. 

Cine black-blood and LGE images were processed using Segment Research (Medviso; Lund, 

Sweden). Endocardial and epicardial contours at end-diastole and end-systole were manually 

traced and pinpoints were placed to denote RV insertion points. Additional pinpoints were placed 

using the long-axis black-blood images to denote the base-apex orientation of the image stack. 

Endocardial and epicardial contours were traced in the LGE image stack and scar was delineated 

manually using Segment Research. Values for left-ventricular end-diastole and end-systole 

volumes, left-ventricular mass, ejection fraction, and infarct size as a percentage of LV mass were 

identified from these images. Regional wall thickness was performed using a 12-sector model, 

which were separated evenly by angular rotation around the center point of the endocardial contour 

in each slice. Sectors were manually aligned using RV insertion point placement, and assigned a 

status of infarct, border, or remote based on LGE-based infarct segmentation. Infarct sectors were 

defined as sectors with >50% infarct presence by area, while border sectors were any non-infarct 
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sectors which were adjacent to infarct sectors, either circumferentially or longitudinally, and 

remote sectors were all non-infarct, non-border sectors. 

DENSE images were analyzed using the DENSEanalysis package for MATLAB37,38. Endocardial 

and epicardial contours were manually traced in each slice and timepoint prior to phase 

unwrapping and strain calculation using the built-in techniques as part of the software. Strains 

calculated from 2D DENSE images were then exported for each slice. 

AUTOMATED CO-REGISTRATION OF CMR USING COCATOO 
Data gathered from each analysis pipeline were then imported into CoCaToo using a custom 

processing script. For the model alignment method, the finite-element model was instantiated with 

28 elements from base to apex, 5 elements from endocardial to epicardial surface, and 48 elements 

spanning the rotation around the long axis, for a total of 6720 elements in the full model. This 

mesh density represented a balance between processing speed, memory footprint, and maintaining 

the resolution of the input data as best as possible. As mentioned previously, elements were only 

used for calculations if strain values could be interpolated for that element, and elements were 

otherwise ignored for all model-derived values. Complete analysis was performed at multiple 

border zone widths due to difficulty in identifying an objective metric to determine border zone 

size in individual subjects. Data is reported as mean ± SEM. 

To validate results from CoCaToo automated processing methods, established lab practices for 

CMR processing were performed. Using the previously mentioned LGE-based sector assignments 

and 6 equiangular sectors in DENSE-derived images (limited due to software limitations), sector-

by-sector peak strains were calculated. DENSE-derived circumferential strains were calculated for 

each subject and averaged based on sector classification, treatment status, and timepoint post-MI. 

Data is reported as mean ± SEM. 
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IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL METHODS IN POST-MI HEARTS 
Mice were sacrificed for harvesting of hearts following completion of imaging. The majority of 

mice were sacrificed after imaging on day 28, while additional mice were sacrificed at earlier 

timepoints for histological assessment. Mice were anesthetized using a mouse anesthetic cocktail 

containing 60 mg/kg ketamine and 5 mg/kg xylazine delivered via intraperitoneal injection. Once 

mice were confirmed to be nonresponsive to external stimulus, the abdominal cavity was opened, 

and death was confirmed by bilateral thoracotomy. Prior to harvesting of the hearts, a catheter was 

inserted into the apex of the left ventricle for perfusion of the heart according to the CSAC 

protocol, with slight modifications. Modifications made involved the slicing of tissue samples 

prior to IHC and refractive index matching techniques. While these procedures can introduce 

greater challenge with alignment of resulting confocal images, incubation times and quantity of 

antibody needed for tissue staining were reduced significantly. 

Hearts were perfused with 30 ml of PBS containing 4% paraformaldehyde and 500 USP units of 

heparin over a period of 20 minutes. Hearts were then perfused with 30 ml of bleaching solution 

comprising 7.5% hydrogen peroxide and 25% ethanol in water for 20 minutes. A final perfusion 

of 30 ml 25% CUBIC-I in water was perfused over 20 minutes again before the hearts were 

removed. Hearts were incubated in CUBIC-I on a rocker until optically transparent based on visual 

observation. At this stage, hearts were mounted onto a syringe mount for a CompressTome slicer 

(Precisionary Instruments; Natick, MA), embedded in 2% agarose, and sliced at 250 μm thickness, 

beginning at the apex. Slices were transferred to a 48-well tissue clean culture plate with positional 

information and slice orientation recorded to begin antibody staining for immunolabeling of 

desired biomarkers. 
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The immunofluorescence protocol used was designed to evaluate cell types and iNOS expression 

in the cleared cardiac slices. Primary antibodies and dilutions for staining were a monoclonal rat 

anti-CD68 (1:200), polyclonal goat anti-CD206 (1:200), polyclonal rabbit anti-iNOS (1:50), and 

AlexaFluor-647 preconjugated mouse anti-cardiac troponin T (cTnT) (1:50) (All ThermoFisher; 

Waltham, MA). Samples were incubated in non-fluorescent primary antibodies in 1% Triton X-

100 in PBS for 48 hours on an orbital shaker at room temperature, then underwent four successive 

15-minute wash cycles using 1% Triton X-100 in PBS and a final overnight wash step in 1% Triton 

X-100 in PBS. AlexaFluor Plus 405-conjugated anti-Rabbit (1:200), AlexaFluor Plus 488-

conjugated anti-Goat (1:200), and AlexaFluor Plus 555-conjugated anti-Rat (1:200) secondary 

antibodies all raised in donkey (All ThermoFisher; Waltham, MA), along with the AlexaFluor 

647-conjugated anti-cTnT, were added to samples in 1% Triton X-100 and incubated for 48 hours 

at room temperature on an orbital shaker. Samples were then washed for four cycles of 15 minutes 

in 1% Triton X-100 in PBS and transferred into CUBIC-II overnight for refractive index matching. 

Samples were removed from CUBIC-II and mounted on microscopy slides featuring a 250 μm 

spacer made of high-temperature PTFE surrounding a small circular well for sample placement. 

CUBIC-II was added to until samples were completely immersed with no bubbles and covered 

using #1 micro cover glass (VWR; Radnor, PA) before sealing with nail polish. Samples were 

imaged on a Leica Stellaris 5 upright confocal microscope using a 20x dry objective. Z-stack slices 

were obtained starting at the surface of the sample and continuing at every 50 μm. Slices were 

stitched using the automated stitching tools available in the imaging software and exported as full-

resolution TIF image files for analysis. 
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COCATOO PROCESSING OF FLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY 
IMAGES 
Confocal microscopy images were imported into CoCaToo for manual segmentation and 

assessment. Images containing high levels of tissue deformation, either due to tearing, folding, or 

warping of the left ventricle, were excluded for automated processing methods. Image slice 

positions were recorded based on recorded slice numbering when initial mechanical slicing was 

performed, with slight additional offsets due to z-position depth for the slice during imaging. Slices 

were confirmed for proper orientation, and image stacks were mirrored in cases of inverted 

orientation relative to CMR images. Endocardial and epicardial surfaces were manually traced in 

slices with sufficiently high image quality, determined by a visual assessment for clearly defined 

myocardium, lack of imaging artifacts or obstructions, and clearly defined positions for RV 

insertion points into the LV. Positions and contours were saved and data files were exported for 

each slice to use for automated alignment and processing with the common cardiac model. 

Histological results were also assessed manually to qualitatively assess CoCaToo-based automated 

fluorescence processing. 

STATISTICAL METHODS 
Data are presented as mean ± SEM. Comparisons between groups were assessed using a Linear 

Mixed Model with Random Effects, performed in SPSS (IBM Corp. Released 2021. IBM SPSS 

Statistics for Windows, Version 28.0. Armonk, NY: IBM Corp). Linear regression was performed 

using treatment and timepoint as fixed effects, baseline volume as a covariate effect to control for 

inter-subject variability in baseline volumes, and subject ID for introduction of random effects. 

Pairwise comparisons between groups were performed using estimated marginal means with a 

Bonferroni correction factor for multiple comparisons105. 
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Results 

INFARCT SIZE AND MORTALITY 
Infarct sizes at day 2 post-MI as assessed by LGE were similar across groups (Control: 48.8 ± 1.9 

% LVM, MP-iNOS-KO: 44.6 ± 2.0 % LVM, CM-iNOS-KO: 47.3 ± 3.6 % LVM; p = NS). 

Mortality following surgical induction of ischemia was high: 13 MΦ-iNOS-KO, 11 CM-iNOS-

KO, and 3 floxed iNOS mice died prior to completion of imaging on day 2. MΦ-iNOS-KO and 

CM-iNOS-KO mortality rates helped inform animal sizes to improve survival after MI, which 

resulted in far lower mortality in the control group. Post-mortem autopsies were performed to 

check for potential causes of death. No mice exhibited ventricular rupture or internal bleeding, 

suggesting that mortality was the result of sudden cardiac death following MI induction, likely 

through development of cardiac arrhythmias106. 
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Figure 15. Timeline of LV Remodeling. Changes in LV Volumes following induction of MI 

followed expected trends. Treatment groups exhibited slower progression of adverse 

remodeling, but failed to result in a significant cardioprotective outcome. Change in ejection 

fraction mirrored changes in EDV and ESV, with the greatest impact of either therapeutic at 7 

days post-MI, but no observed long-term efficacy. A comparison to previously-observed 

effects from global iNOS knockout (KO) is presented, alongside wild-type (WT) controls. 

Using linear mixed models controlling for inter-subject variability in baseline volumes, no 

significant difference is observed. 
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LEFT VENTRICULAR VOLUMES AND EJECTION FRACTION 
A comparison of the changes in end-diastolic and end-systolic LV volumes in cell type-specific 

iNOS knockout mice following MI identifies trends that mirror those observed in global iNOS-/- 

mice, but to a lesser degree of impact100. EDV, ESV, and EF trends for each study group are 

presented in Figure 15. ESV is similar at baseline across all groups (Control: 27.7 ± 1.9 μl; MP-

iNOS-KO: 27.1 ± 1.9 μl; CM-iNOS-KO: 27.4 ± 2.0 μl; p = NS). At day 2 post-MI, both treatment 

groups trend towards lower increases in value, but do not differ significantly from the control 

group (Control: 39.9 ± 3.6 μl; MP-iNOS-KO: 34.1 ± 3.6 μl; CM-iNOS-KO: 33.1 ± 3.3 μl; p = NS). 

At day 7 post-MI, the greatest separation between group means is observed, but results are still not 

statistically significant (Control: 53.2 ± 4.8 μl; MP-iNOS-KO: 44.3 ± 4.5 μl; CM-iNOS-KO: 40.9 

± 4.1 μl; p = NS). By day 28, the difference between group means is reduced, and knockout models 

present similar results to control mice (Control: 53.2 ± 4.8 μl; MP-iNOS-KO: 44.3 ± 4.5 μl; CM-

iNOS-KO: 40.9 ± 4.1 μl; p = NS). 

An assessment of EDV shows similar results to observations from ESV. Baseline EDV across 

groups show little to no difference (Control: 60.5 ± 2.6 μl; MP-iNOS-KO: 58.9 ± 3.5 μl; CM-

iNOS-KO: 56.5 ± 2.8 μl). Changes in EDV by day 2 post-MI are minor, with no groups exhibiting 

significant differences relative to baseline (Control: 66.0 ± 2.4 μl; MP-iNOS-KO: 60.6 ± 4.8 μl; 

CM-iNOS-KO: 56.8 ± 3.7 μl; p = NS). By day 7, control mice have significantly elevated EDV 

relative to baseline (80.3 +/- 4.4 μl; p<0.001), while both knockout groups trend closer to baseline 

results (MP-iNOS-KO: 70.5 ± 6.5 μl; CM-iNOS-KO: 68.6 ± 4.5 μl). A comparison between group 

means at day 7 however, does not establish any significant difference between either treatment 

group versus control. At day 28, the difference between group means has largely diminished as 

treatment groups have developed significant increases in EDV versus baseline values (Control: 

88.6 ± 3.5 μl; MP-iNOS-KO: 84.9 ± 7.1 μl; CM-iNOS-KO: 81.0 ± 6.1 μl). 
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Comparing EF presents similar findings to EDV and ESV in both control and treatment groups. 

The largest difference between group means is observed on day 7 post-MI, as EF in control mice 

has reduced by ~40% relative to baseline values, versus a 29% and 21% reduction observed in 

MP-iNOS-KO and CM-iNOS-KO groups, respectively. 

REGIONAL WALL THINNING 
Assessment of wall thickness shows prominent differences across groups based on regional 

classification. Absolute wall thickness is shown in Figure 16, presented in mm ± SEM. 

In all groups, there is an initial swelling of the infarct region at day 2, which is most pronounced 

in CM-iNOS-KO mice, followed by MP-iNOS-KO and then control (Control: 0.87 ± 0.03 mm; 

MP-iNOS-KO: 0.96 ± 0.04 mm; CM-iNOS-KO: 1.05 ± 0.03 mm; CM vs Control p < 0.01). By 

day 7, the infarct wall has begun to undergo notable thinning in both control and MP-iNOS-KO 

mice, while the infarct wall has returned to similar thickness relative to baseline in CM-iNOS-KO 

mice and is significantly thicker than both MP-iNOS-KO and control groups (p<0.05). Both 

treatment groups exhibit significantly less thinning than control mice by this stage. By day 28, all 

treatment groups exhibit prominent wall thinning in the infarct, though CM-iNOS-KO is still 

significantly less thin than controls (Control: 0.62 ± 0.02 mm, CM-iNOS-KO: 0.71 ± 0.02 mm; p 

= 0.02), while MP-iNOS-KO exhibit similar results to control mice. 
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Figure 16. Comparison of Regional Wall Thickness. Cardiomyocyte-specific iNOS 

knockouts presented significantly elevated infarct wall thickness relative to control mice, as 

well as border zone wall thickness at day 7 post-MI. Control mice additionally exhibited 

significant wall thinning in the remote region at day 2 post-MI relative to both treatment groups. 

(‡ = p < 0.01; * = p < 0.05; Blue symbols indicate CM-iNOS-KO comparison to baseline). 
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Border regions in MP-iNOS-KO are relatively unaltered by day 2 post-MI, while both control and 

CM-iNOS-KO experience mild swelling, though of far lower magnitude than the changes observed 

in the infarct region. At day 7, border zones in CM-iNOS-KO mice remain slightly thicker than 

baseline, while both MP-iNOS-KO and control mice have thinned slightly relative to baseline. 

Border regions in all groups are thinner than baseline at day 28 post-MI, with CM-iNOS-KO mice 

experiencing significantly less thinning than control mice. 

Wall thickness in the remote sectors is relatively unchanged in both treatment groups at day 2, 

while thinning is observed in control mice (CM: p<0.01; MP: p<0.01). This thinning is partially 

recovered by day 7, while both treatment groups begin to undergo very mild thinning versus 

baseline, resulting in similar values across groups. Differences between days 7 and 28 post-MI in 

the remote regions are minor, with mild thinning observed in each group, to a far lower extent than 

is observed in the infarct region. 

REGIONAL CIRCUMFERENTIAL STRAIN BY MANUAL 
ALIGNMENT 
Reported strain values are based on the peak circumferential strain (Ecc) identified during the 

cardiac cycle, as measured with DENSE. Higher-magnitude strain values represent more 

significant shortening of the myocardium during contraction and greater retention of myocardial 

function in post-MI contexts. 

At baseline, Ecc magnitudes across the sectors are similar, though the anteroseptal and inferoseptal 

sectors exhibit slightly lower magnitude than non-septal sectors. For the purpose of comparison, 

strain at baseline was averaged across all sectors and used as the initial strain in the remote, 

adjacent, and infarct regions, though no infarct segmentation was performed at this timepoint.  
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Figure 17. Comparison of Manually-Aligned Peak Ecc. Trends in circumferential strain 

suggest that the impacts of iNOS knockout in specific cell types does not significantly alter 

cardiac function after MI. Prior studies of global iNOS knockout mouse models have suggested 

that borderzone function may be transiently improved relative to controls, but this trend was 

not observed in cell type-specific knockout. Values from baseline CMR timepoints are 

indicated on graphs at timepoint 0. 
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Initial Ecc magnitudes were -0.175 ± 0.004 in CM-iNOS-KO, -0.185 ± 0.004 in MP-iNOS-KO, 

and -0.174 ± 0.004 in Control mice (p = NS). 

On day 2 post-MI, maximal Ecc magnitudes in the infarct sectors are significantly diminished in 

the control group (-0.079 ± 0.006). Strains remained diminished by day 7 (-0.087 ± 0.007), with 

partial recovery by day 28 post-MI (-0.128 ± 0.007). Mice with cell-type specific iNOS knockouts 

generally had similar outcomes. At day 2 post-MI, the infarct region of CM-iNOS-KO mice 

exhibited similar peak strain relative to control (-0.089 ± 0.007). At day 7, strain in the infarct 

region remained weakened, and had weakened slightly relative to day 2 (-0.081 ± 0.008). However, 

by day 28 post-MI, infarct strains were exhibiting a similar trend in recovery compared to control 

mice (-0.113 ± 0.009). MP-iNOS-KO mice had similar results at day 2 post-MI versus both control 

and CM-iNOS-KO mice (-0.091 ± 0.007) with a similar trend of recovery compared to control 

mice at day 7 (-0.099 ± 0.008). At day 28, strains were similar to those in CM-iNOS-KO mice (-

0.114 ± 0.011). 

Border zone sectors similarly experienced significant impairment of strain at day 2 post-MI in all 

treatment groups (Control: -0.143 ± 0.006; MP-iNOS-KO: -0.141 ± 0.015; CM-iNOS-KO: -0.133 

± 0.009). By day 7, strains continued to worsen in both control and CM-iNOS-KO groups but 

remained similar in MP-iNOS-KO mice (Control: -0.121 ± 0.009; MP-iNOS-KO: -0.116 ± 0.008; 

CM-iNOS-KO: -0.107 ± 0.010). Slight recovery was observed in all groups by day 28 relative to 

day 7 peak strains (Control: -0.138 ± 0.010; MP-iNOS-KO: -0.144 ± 0.010; CM-iNOS-KO: -0.106 

± 0.011). 

Comparing remote sector strains, MP-iNOS-KO mice had the highest magnitude shift in peak Ecc 

compared to baseline, but all groups had similar trends overall at day 2 (Control: -0.162 ± 0.008, 

MP-iNOS-KO: -0.147 ± 0.012, CM-iNOS-KO: -0.159 ± 0.009, p = NS). MP-iNOS-KO mice 
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exhibited minimal change from day 2 to day 7, while both control and CM-iNOS-KO mice showed 

reduced peak strains (Control: -0.142 ± 0.010, MP-iNOS-KO: -0.141 ± 0.008, CM-iNOS-KO: -

0.129 ± 0.013). By day 28, no groups exhibited significant change relative to day 7, and showed 

no notable recovery back to baseline values (Control: -0.145 ± 0.013, MP-iNOS-KO: -0.133 ± 

0.014, CM-iNOS-KO: -0.118 ± 0.009). Results of manual strain alignment are presented in Figure 

17. 

ASSESSMENT OF COCATOO-BASED STRAIN ANALYSIS 
Model-derived strain trends were generally similar to those derived from manual sector-based 

analysis methods, though absolute strain magnitude did have differences. Strains based on 

CoCaToo automated alignment methods are presented in Figure 18. Strains within the infarct 

region exhibit the greatest similarity, with an average difference of only 3.8% across all groups 

and timepoints. In both border and remote regions, model-based coregistration results in slightly 

lower-magnitude strains across all groups and timepoints post-MI by approximately 20% in border 

and 12% in remote regions. As this was a generally universal adjustment, relationships between 

groups for comparison is generally unchanged. As in manual alignment, no significant differences 

were found between groups, suggesting that iNOS knockout from specific cell types is insufficient 

to cause large-magnitude changes in regional function post-MI. 
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Figure 18. Comparison of Model-Aligned Peak Ecc. Model-based automated alignment 

presents similar results to manual alignment. Infarct alignment, which is based on strict 

delineation, shows the greatest similarity compared to manual alignment, while spatially-

varying border and remote region results generally result in lower-magnitude strain values. 
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AUTOMATED CO-REGISTRATION OF FLUORESCENCE 
MICROSCOPY AND CMR 
Multiple images were excluded from automated processing due to either tearing, severe warping, 

or folding of the myocardium, as such errors prevent proper contour segmentation and pinpoint 

placement. In total, 3 CM-iNOS-KO, 3 MP-iNOS-KO, and 2 iNOS-FL mice were used for 

contouring and model processing. As a result, while comparisons can identify potential trends, 

additional subjects would be necessary to consider statistical significance of presented findings. 

Raw export images were used for quantification to avoid introducing manual bias and to assess 

model quality with unmanipulated images. 

Hearts from iNOS-FL mice were extracted at days 2 and 7 post-MI for histological assessment to 

provide context for the anticipated major influence of CM-iNOS-KO and MP-iNOS-KO on infarct 

formation and early LV remodeling. Histology performed in hearts extracted on day 28 post-MI 

was removed from automated assessment due to poor slice quality. In these subjects, automated 

coregistration identified a 15.2% and 38.8% fluorescence difference between infarct and remote 

regions in the 405nm channel at days 2 and 7, respectively, which is expected to represent similar 

increases in iNOS concentration. MP-iNOS-KO hearts extracted on day 2 post-MI exhibited a 

4.7% difference, and a CM-iNOS-KO heart extracted on day 7 post-MI exhibited only a 3.8% 

difference. In border zone elements, the average fluorescence difference in control groups was 

only 12.5% and 12.9% on days 2 and 7. 

Analysis in the 488nm channel represents presence of CD206-expressing macrophages. Control 

mice exhibited a 35.8% and 24.9% increase in infarct-region vs remote-region fluorescence based 

on model results at days 2 and 7, while border regions were elevated by 27.3% and 6.8%. Day 2 

MP-iNOS-KO fluorescence results yielded inconsistent results across the two hearts: 18.7% lower 

fluorescence vs 25.0% higher fluorescence between the two samples relative to remote region 
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fluorescence. CM-iNOS-KO infarct fluorescence at day 7 was similar to remote, with a 4.5% lower 

fluorescence, while day 28 exhibited an average of 35.5% higher fluorescence in the infarct. 

Results of processing in the 555 nm channel, used to label CD68 expression, showed similar results 

to that observed at 488 nm. Samples from control mice were 27.7% more fluorescent in the infarct 

at day 2 and 2.4% less fluorescent at day 7. MP-iNOS-KO mice had similar fluorescence in infarct 

and remote regions at day 2 (6.6% higher fluorescence) and at day 28 (3.0% reduced fluorescence). 

Day 7 CM-iNOS-KO results had elevated fluorescence in the infarct (22.7% increased 

fluorescence) which was retained by day 28 (27.7% increased fluorescence). 

Model-based fluorescence in the 647nm channel is intended to represent viable cardiomyocyte 

presence, which should primarily indicate lack of infarct in areas of elevated fluorescence. 

However, only 2 of the 8 analyzed mice calculated a difference in remote and infarct-region 

fluorescence of more than 10%: a CM-iNOS-KO mouse heart extracted 28 days after MI and a 

control mouse heart extracted at day 2 post-MI. In both of these cases, an increase in infarct-region 

fluorescence versus remote regions was detected, while a decrease in fluorescence is anticipated 

in the infarct region. 

MANUAL HISTOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF THE POST-MI BORDER 

ZONE 
Due to poor fitting results from model-based quantitative histological processing, manual review 

of histology was performed. Histological images are presented with CD68 and iNOS channels 

overlaid to view fine details in the border zone, due to relatively lower fluorescence in these 

channels relative to cTnT and CD206 staining. Histology taken from hearts extracted from control 

mice at day 2 post-MI is seen in Figure 19. CD68 and iNOS expression were found to colocalize 

near the border of the infarct region, while CD206-expressing macrophages are widespread 
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throughout the myocardium. In MP-iNOS-KO mice, CD206-expressing macrophages were 

observed in high density in the infarct region, while CD68 was more evenly distributed through 

the myocardium with minimal colocalization of iNOS expression, as seen in Figure 120. 

Histological assessment at day 7 post-MI in hearts from control mice is shown in Figure 21. 

CD206-expressing macrophages are present in the infarct in high concentration, while expression 

of CD68 is observed more sparsely through the myocardium. iNOS expression is found in the 

infarct region, but not colocalized with CD68, suggesting a potential change in phenotype of 

remaining CD68 macrophages. In CM-iNOS-KO mice, CD68 expression is similar to that 

observed in control mice, as is infarct-specific elevation of iNOS expression. As before, no 

colocalization of iNOS and CD68 was observed. A particularly interesting finding is shown in 

Figure 22, where large regions of the epicardial portion of the heart continue to express cTnT, but 

visible fiber orientation appears to be longitudinal, rather than circumferential. 

In all histological assessments of hearts extracted from post-MI day 28 mice, CD206 infiltration 

into the infarct region was observed at very high densities. In both MP-iNOS-KO and CM-iNOS-

KO mice, infarcts appear to be discontinuous or at least experience large regions of viable 

cardiomyocytes, as determined by 647nm fluorescence and shown in Figure 23 and Figure 24. In 

the heart extracted from a macrophage-knockout mouse, iNOS expression in the infarct and border 

regions appear elevated based on fluorescence, while such elevated expression is not observed in 

hearts from cardiomyocyte-specific knockout mice. In both CM-iNOS-KO mice, CD68 expression 

is still observed primarily within the border zone, with little to no colocalization with iNOS 

expression. As at day 7, infarcts appear to be sparse or mixed with regions of viable 

cardiomyocytes in both CM-iNOS-KO and MP-iNOS-KO hearts. 
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Figure 19. IHC in iNOS-FL Heart at Day 2 Post-MI. Channel definitions: cTnT: Red; 

CD206: Green; CD68: Yellow; iNOS: Blue. At day 2 post-MI, iNOS and CD68 are observed 

to colocalize in the border zone but are not observed in the infarct region. 
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Figure 20. IHC in MΦ-iNOS-KO Heart at Day 2 Post-MI. Compared to control mice, 

elevated iNOS expression is not observed, even in regions with CD68-expressing cells, 

confirming successful knockout in those cell types. 
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Figure 21. IHC in iNOS-FL Heart at Day 7 Post-MI. CD206-expressing macrophages are 

now present throughout the infarct region, while CD68-expressing cells have reduced in 

quantity compared to day 2. iNOS expression in the infarct, however, is now elevated. 
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Figure 22. IHC in CM-iNOS-KO Heart at Day 7 Post-MI. CD206-expressing macrophages 

are now present throughout the infarct region, similar to iNOS-FL mice. Compared to iNOS-

FL, iNOS expression in the borderzone vs infarct is far lower, suggesting that cardiomyocytes 

are producing iNOS in the borderzone of control mice at day 7.  
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Figure 23. IHC in MΦ-iNOS-KO Heart at Day 28 Post-MI. Infarct region partially 

separated during slicing. Note presence of CD206 in the infarct region remains elevated, while 

no CD68 expression was detected. iNOS expression shows no regional bias towards the infarct. 
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Figure 24. IHC in CM-iNOS-KO Heart at Day 28 Post-MI. A continuous segment of viable 

cardiomyocytes appears within infarcted sectors. CD206-expressing cells are still concentrated 

heavily within the infarct, while CD68 expression is exhibited in the border zone. iNOS 

expression is minimal and shows no colocalization with any other stain. 
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Figure 25. Histological staining of cleared cardiac sections. Cardiac sections stained for 

CD206 (green), cTnT (red), CD68 (yellow), and iNOS (blue). Slices were mounted and imaged 

on a confocal laser scanning microscope (Leica Microsystems; Wetzlar, Germany). Staining 

for cTnT is used to identify the location of the infarct region. 
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Figure 26. Histological staining of the border zone. Cardiac sections stained for iNOS (blue) 

and CD68 (yellow). Images are taken from whole-section histological slides, displaying only 

two channels to improve visibility of the effects. All slices were stained for CD206 and cTnT 

expression (Figure 25) to assess location of the border zone. Images are presented using raw 

values. 
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Figure 26. Summary of histological observations. Summary of observations from 

histological analysis, grouped by treatment group and timepoint for quick reference. 
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Discussion 
Alterations in cardiac volumes and function are considered within the context of a prior study 

performed by our lab studying the impact of global iNOS knockout on post-MI remodeling and 

cardiac function100. While a global knockout resulted in less expansion of both EDV and ESV, as 

well as EF, the cell-specific knockout approach implemented here resulted in lower magnitude of 

effect, with a difference of only 12% or 15% in MP-iNOS-KO or CM-iNOS-KO groups relative 

to baseline at day 7, which was the largest separation between the groups. By day 28, the separation 

between groups had largely diminished within the cell type-specific knockouts, which differs from 

our previous finding in global knockouts. Ejection fraction shows similar trends in cell type-

specific knockouts in the early stages of post-MI recovery, with MP-iNOS-KO and CM-iNOS-KO 

groups slowing the rate at which EF worsened based on mean EF% at days 2 and 7, while day 28 

results were similar to those observed in control mice. This differs from the lack of notable 

decrease in EF after day 1 post-MI in the global knockout model. 

The differences in wall thickness between mice provides a unique picture of the physiological 

changes on the heart. The infarct region of remains much less impacted by thinning in CM-iNOS-

KO mice throughout the entirety of recovery, and the entire myocardium is slightly more resistant 

to wall thinning during late remodeling. This could be due to increased edematous swelling during 

the inflammatory and proliferative phases, with some additional resistance to wall thinning during 

maturation. Both MP-iNOS-KO and control mice present very similar changes in wall thickness 

in each region and timepoint, with the only noteworthy difference observed in the remote region 

at day 2 post-MI. The stark difference observed in the CM-iNOS-KO group suggests that loss of 

cardiomyocyte mass in the infarct region may be impacted by the expression of iNOS by 

cardiomyocytes within the area at risk. The lack of a similar observation in MP-iNOS-KO mice 
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suggests that extended release of iNOS by impacted cardiomyocytes may have a more dominant 

effect on cardiomyocyte loss in the long-term. 

Circumferential strains in the infarct, border, and remote regions, as assessed by both manual 

alignment and CoCaToo automated alignment, suggest that lack of iNOS expression from an 

individual cell type does not result in either improved or worsened regional function in the infarct. 

However, in CM-iNOS-KO mice, peak border and remote region function failed to recover in a 

similar manner to what was observed in both macrophage knockouts and control mice. Paired with 

the apparently higher retention of cardiomyocytes based on myocardial wall thickness, this 

suggests that, while retained, cardiomyocyte functionality is still heavily impacted. The impact of 

increased cardiomyocyte retention on infarct stiffness could result in altered stress at the border 

zone during the cardiac cycle, altering remodeling and function over time107,108. 

Comparison of the results from manual alignment to automated model-based co-registration shows 

that infarct region results are highly similar, suggesting effective coregistration of the infarct and 

strain maps. Border zone and remote region comparisons depict a generally lower-magnitude strain 

result at all points when assessed via CoCaToo, which is likely the result of more frequent 

sampling points throughout the myocardium. As the sector-based assessment uses only 6 sectors 

spread out across equal angular extent in the myocardium, regions defined as “remote” tend to be 

more widely separated from the infarct region. Due to the infarct percent necessary for a sector to 

be labeled as an “infarct” sector, remote sectors may not even occur within a given short-axis slice, 

instead containing only infarct and adjacent sectors. The 3-dimensional interpolation process and 

far finer control over border zone width in the model results in far less frequent cases of mice 

having no elements defined as remote. As these mice would have the largest infarct percentages 

and would therefore be suggested to have the most heavily impaired regional function, it is 
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reasonable that inclusion of these subjects by CoCaToo would produce lower-magnitude strains. 

Similarly, while border zone sectors will tend to occupy at least one full sector of the heart and 

may be separated by several degrees from the edge of the infarct region indicated by LGE, border 

elements will be placed immediately adjacent to the infarct elements when using automated 

alignment, which will also be likely to reduce peak strains when averaged across elements. 

The results from the CoCaToo platform for automated confocal alignment and quantification were 

beset with multiple challenges which prevented successful fitting and assessment. A major factor 

was low slice counts and few animals for assessment, necessitating the use of less ideal images for 

fitting attempts. While slices were selected such that contour formation was possible in all cases, 

uneven fluorescence occurred in some cases that were used due to low N. Slice spacing was 

inconsistent due to slice exclusions for a variety of causes, leaving interpolation to be performed 

across large spans of myocardium. Cross-slice brightness was also a factor, which can result from 

slight changes in permeability of the tissue samples to the staining antibodies, potentially as a 

result of altered incubation times in CUBIC-I reagent necessary to reach optical clarity. These 

factors together result in a set of inputs which are poorly suited to the goal of automated 

fluorescence processing for quantitative histology. A method which may be promising to mitigate 

inter-slice variability in fluorophore brightness is to utilize more complex normalization methods, 

which aim to reduce the effect of confounding factors on brightness variation in histological 

samples109. 

While not well-suited to automated processing, the histological results are generally expected 

outcomes. Control mice exhibit colocalization of iNOS and CD68 at the early inflammatory stage 

of the post-MI response, while macrophage-knockout mice do not, and seem to exhibit lower iNOS 

concentrations in the early infarct, but hearts harvested well after the end of the inflammatory 
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response do seem to be expressing iNOS within the infarct. Cardiomyocyte-specific knockouts 

present with apparently elevated iNOS concentration in the infarct early after MI, while later 

expression is low with no apparent sites of elevated expression. CD206 infiltration appeared 

similar in all samples assessed at each timepoint post-MI, from initial borderzone presence early 

after MI to widespread infiltration by day 7 and continuing onto day 28. 

Conclusions 
The findings of this study suggest that the previously-identified impacts of iNOS knockout on LV 

remodeling post-MI are not the result of the contributions of a single cell type. However, the 

impacts of individual cell type knockout does result in some notable variance in outcomes, 

particularly in the elevated edematous swelling of the infarct immediately after infarction and the 

progression of thinning in the infarct region. Additionally, the results of the model-based 

automated co-registration of CMR endpoints are encouraging that the combined cardiac model is 

a capable tool for post-MI analysis, which has the potential to improve consistency in result 

analysis through the reduction of intra-user variability in sector alignment and classification. 

Limitations and Future Directions 
The most obvious limitation of the study is sample size. Early mortality in treatment groups 

resulted in high mortality of limited-availability mice due to the later results of breeder colony 

litters. The thresholds of mouse weight established after observing the elevated mortality could be 

used to perform follow-up studies for increased power if combined with current results. Generally, 

the effects of cell type-specific knockout on remodeling trended towards the results established 

previously in global knockouts, but lower-magnitude changes overall resulted in an underestimate 

of power. Original estimates were based on observed day-28 changes in global knockouts, while 

day 7 impacts were higher-magnitude differences in cell type-specific knockouts. 
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Potential modifications to the histological protocol could also be utilized to improve the potential 

for quantitative histology. A potential tool for this could be Glowing Galbumin™ (BioPAL, Inc.; 

Worcester, MA), a gadolinium-labeled albumin that is co-labeled with a fluorophore for 

fluorescence imaging. This could provide a landmark for automated co-registration of histological 

samples after MI, which does not require antibody staining procedures. Confirmation of 

compatibility with the CSAC staining protocol would be a necessary intermediate step, along with 

a comparison of post-injection dynamics versus Gd-DTPA alone for proper timing of LGE 

sequences. 

An additional potential modification to the automated platform is the implementation of a 

thresholding approach to quantitative histology. Rather than using averaged fluorescence for 

quantitation, image data could be compressed using a summation approach, instead producing a 

value of {1} for each pixel which lies above the automated threshold. The end-result would be less 

prone to brightness variation across samples due to in-slice thresholding but would produce a more 

abstracted result when compared to direct fluorescence. A major strength of such an algorithm 

would be greater scalability without as much feature loss overall as traditional compression. Direct 

image compression produces a smoothing effect, which can wash out local minima and maxima 

towards a regional average. A summation-based compression would preserve the exact impact of 

individual pixels even with extremely high compression ratios and could be implemented as a 

recursive algorithm with pre-determined endpoint resolutions for simple integration into 

automated contour alignment. In the present study, I desired to utilize fluorescence intensity as a 

variable, but results suggest that the available imaging tools are not sufficient to produce consistent 

enough fluorescence results to incorporate these as raw inputs to an interpolation algorithm. 
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Incorporation of advanced normalization methods to reduce inter-slice variability could improve 

performance of the model in this regard and increase its power as a diagnostic tool. 

Related to histological model advancements, use of a whole-mount light-sheet fluorescence 

microscopy system could produce much more complete histological image stacks. Conversion to 

such a system would require extended incubation periods and larger volumes of antibody usage, 

but LSFM remains the gold standard for thick-section or whole-mount organ microscopy. This 

would offset both the cross-sample fluorescence variability and significantly reduce necessary 

alignment steps. It would also eliminate or significantly reduce the prevalence of malformed 

samples for microscopy, reducing the number of subjects necessary to gather clear and complete 

histological results. 
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